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Event Temporal Relation Extraction
with Attention Mechanism and Graph Neural Network
Xiaoliang Xu, Tong Gao, Yuxiang Wang , and Xinle Xuan
Abstract: Event temporal relation extraction is an important part of natural language processing. Many models
are being used in this task with the development of deep learning. However, most of the existing methods cannot
accurately obtain the degree of association between different tokens and events, and event-related information
cannot be effectively integrated. In this paper, we propose an event information integration model that integrates
event information through multilayer bidirectional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) and attention mechanism.
Although the above scheme can improve the extraction performance, it can still be further optimized. To further
improve the performance of the previous scheme, we propose a novel relational graph attention network that
incorporates edge attributes. In this approach, we first build a semantic dependency graph through dependency
parsing, model a semantic graph that considers the edges’ attributes by using top-k attention mechanisms to learn
hidden semantic contextual representations, and finally predict event temporal relations. We evaluate proposed
models on the TimeBank-Dense dataset. Compared to previous baselines, the Micro-F1 scores obtained by our
models improve by 3.9% and 14.5%, respectively.
Key words: temporal relation extraction; neural network; attention mechanism; graph attention network
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Introduction

Event temporal relation extraction is a challenging
and significant task in the field of natural language
processing (NLP). It can promote the research and
development of many downstream tasks such as
information retrieval and question answering[1] . The
target of event temporal relation extraction is to
determine the temporal relations (e.g., BEFORE or
AFTER) between given events in an event sentence
pair. Events are usually expressed with event triggers,
which are generally single or continuous verbs in event
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sentences. For example, the event sentences (i.e., es1
and es2 ) listed below describes the temporal relation
between event retreats and event staunch as AFTER.
Event Sentence (es1 ): The combined operations are
designed to isolate and strangle Iraq until it retreats from
Kuwait.
Event Sentence (es2 ): The quarantine hopes to
staunch the flow of Iraqi oil, which is Iraq’s economic
lifeblood, and clamp down on food and supplies going
in.
In early research, an event temporal relation is
usually judged by template matching and building
an additional knowledge resource[2, 3] . Afterwards, we
started to use machine learning to mine lexical and
syntactic features for relation extraction[4] . With the
rapid development of deep learning, convolutional neural
network (CNN) and recurrent neural network (RNN)
models, which promote the development of tasks such
as text classification, were proposed one after the other.
Some researchers applied these models to identify event
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temporal relation[5–7] , achieving improved accuracy.
However, the previous methods cannot effectively
analyze the degree of association between different
tokens and events, and event-related information cannot
be effectively integrated.
To address this issue, we propose a novel bidirectional
long short-term memory based on attention mechanism
(Bi-LSTM-AM) model. The Bi-LSTM-AM model
mainly includes four modules: (1) Constructing a
trigger-dependent branch. We use the Stanford CoreNLP
(https://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP) tool to analyze
the dependency of the event sentence pair to obtain
two dependency trees and then extract the triggerdependent branches from it. (2) Representation vector
learning. We merge the token vector, part-of-speech
vector, and dependency vector into the input initial
vector and then use the Bi-LSTM model to obtain
the hidden representation vector of the tokens. (3)
Attention-based information integration. We propose
an attention mechanism to integrate information about
events according to different weights, and then obtain
two event representation vectors. (4) Relation prediction.
We concatenate two event representation vectors and
then apply the softmax function to predict temporal
relation.
This method has achieved good results, but it can
still be further optimized. The Bi-LSTM-AM model
and other previous methods are sequence-based models,
which cannot effectively capture long-distance nonlocal
semantic information. For example, token isolate and
trigger retreats that (from es1 ) have a significant
semantic connection, but they are actually separated by
multiple tokens. Previous methods need multihops to
transmit information between isolate and retreats that
may introduce additional irrelevant information such
as token until. Obviously, such multihop transmission
with irrelevant information would be harmful to the
accuracy of event temporal relation extraction. Moreover,
the previous methods cannot effectively express the
semantic associations between tokens. Compared with
the sequential sequence, the graph structure can directly
connect two long-distance tokens, reducing the number
of jumps. Graph neural networks (GNNs) can process
graph structure data and be successfully applied in tasks
such as information extraction[8] .
Inspired by this situation, we propose a novel
relational graph attention network incorporating edge
attributes (RGAT-IEA), which is an extension of
RGATs. These two networks have the following
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major differences. (1) We add three new types of
edge on the basis of RGAT, including inverse type,
trigger-trigger type, and self-loop type edges, to
enhance the fusion of information. (2) During the
graph learning stage, we consider both the edge and
neighbor nodes’ representations for updating the node
representation, whereas RGAT considers only the
neighbor nodes’ representations for updating the current
nodes’ representations. (3) We adopt a top-k attention
mechanism to further filter irrelevant noise information,
whereas RGAT considers all connected nodes, thereby
causing some noise information that cannot be filtered.
Our RGAT-IEA consists of the following three main
steps.
Step 1. Semantic graph construction. We first take
event sentence pairs (es1 , es2 ) as input and separately
conduct the syntactic dependency parsing to obtain
two dependency trees for es1 and es2 , respectively.
Given these dependency trees, we then construct a
semantic graph based on dependency trees to filter
the irrelevant information through a recursive search
over dependency trees. Specifically, we start the search
from the event triggers, and then we recursively find
its p-hops neighbors from the dependency trees (p is
a hyperparameter) to form the basic semantic graph.
Moreover, we extend this basic semantic graph by adding
two new types of edge, namely, inverse edge and selfloop edge, to enhance the information fusion, if two
nodes have a direct dependency relation. Finally, we
use an additional trigger-trigger edge to build a strong
connection between two event triggers, because they
carry the most important information of the input event
sentences.
Step 2. Semantic graph learning. Typically, GNNs
are used for graph learning. GNNs can take graph
data as input, and combine the representation vectors
of neighbor nodes to update the central nodes’ hidden
representation. However, most GNNs simply consider
graph edges as connection indicators, so they do not
consider edge attributes when nodes are updated. In
real-world scenarios, edge attributes usually represent
concrete hypostatic relationships and imply a large
amount of more valuable information.
Example 1. As Fig. 1 shows, in es1 , the edge
attribute between tokens isolate and strangle is the
dependency conj. Merely analyzing these two tokens
may cause a training bias. By considering this edge
attribute, we find that tokens isolate and strangle tend to
have a coordinating relation. We also obtain the degree
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Dependency parsing results of the above example, generated by Stanford CoreNLP.

of association between tokens, which helps train the
semantic graph better.
Hence, we formulate a graph learning strategy that
considers edge attribute information to learn the graph
better. When the central node is updated, we consider
not only the information of neighbor nodes, but also the
attributes of edges between pairs of nodes. Moreover,
we adopt the top-k attention mechanism to select the
most important neighbor nodes to learn semantic graphs,
which further reduces the impact of noise information.
Finally, we obtain every node’s hidden representation
vectors.
Step 3. Temporal prediction. We use a max-pooling
function to operate the hidden representation vectors of
nodes to gain trigger representation vectors and sentence
representation vectors that record important context
information. Then, we apply the feedforward neural
network (FFNN) and logistic regression classification
function to operate these representation vectors to predict
temporal relations.
Experiments on the TimeBank-Dense dataset show
the effectiveness of the proposed RGAT-IEA model. To
summarize, our contributions are as follows:
 We propose a novel Bi-LSTM-AM model for
event temporal relation extraction, using an attention
mechanism to integrate event-related information.
 We propose a novel RGAT-IEA model to optimize
the above model’s performance through measures such
as semantic graph construction, semantic graph learning
that considering edge attributes, and the top-k attention
mechanism.
 We achieve state-of-the-art performance on the
TimeBank-Dense dataset by using the proposed BiLSTM-AM and RGAT-IEA models.
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Related Work

Event temporal relation extraction has recently received
increasing attention, with TempEval[9–11] being a
relatively important related activity. Early research
mainly relied on manually annotated features[4, 12, 13] ,
such as tense and polarity. In addition, some researchers

extracted lexical features from knowledge resources such
as WordNet[3] . Later, Chambers[14] added linguistic and
syntactic features to the extraction task.
With the strengthening of deep learning research,
CNN and RNN models have made progress in
information extraction[15–17] . Inspired by this situation,
some researchers applied the LSTM model to event
temporal relation extraction[18] . A large amount
important semantic information is hidden in the
dependency tree, thus, some subsequent work has dealt
with the dependency tree. Zhang et al.[1] proposed a
DBiLSTMs model to learn the shortest dependency
path. Laokulrat et al.[19] extracted a 3-gram path from a
dependency tree to learn semantic information. However,
these methods cannot effectively identify the degree of
correlation between different tokens and events, and
cannot effectively integrate event-related information.
The proposed model in this paper can solve this problem.
GNNs were first proposed by Gori et al.[20] , and
they effectively process non-Euclidean structured data.
Henaff et al.[21] first performed convolution operations
on the graph structure, and a series of works[22, 23]
improved its computational efficiency with convolution
techniques. Marcheggiani and Titov[24] were the first
to apply graph convolutional network (GCNs) in NLP
tasks for semantic role labeling. Zhang et al.[25] used
GCNs with dependency tree to relation extraction.
Subsequently, Veličković et al.[26] proposed graph
attention networks, which assign different weights to
different neighbor nodes. However, their model cannot
handle multirelation graph data, Busbridge et al.[27]
proposed RGATs to solve this problem. RGATs do not
consider edge information when nodes are updated, even
though important information is often hidden on edges.
Our model makes up for this shortcoming.

3

Bi-LSTM-AM Model

In this section, we explain in detail the specific
implementation process of our proposed Bi-LSTM-AM
model (Fig. 2). The Bi-LSTM-AM model takes the
intercepted trigger-dependent branch as input; obtains
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Overall framework of the proposed Bi-LSTM-AM model.

Dependency trees usually contain a large amount of
semantic information and are successfully used in tasks
such as relation extraction[28] . But in the event temporal
relation extraction task, we usually only focus on the
semantic information related to the event, and there may
be some branches in the dependency tree that are not
related to the event. For example, as Fig. 1 shows, in
the es2 , no direct or indirect semantic association exist
between the trigger staunch and the tokens food and
supplies. If these two tokens are taken into account
when learning the hidden representation vectors, then
some ambiguity information may be generated, which
reduces the accuracy of temporal prediction. Therefore,
we design a strategy for intercepting the dependency tree,
retaining only the information related to the event and
forming the trigger-dependent branch.
First, we apply the Stanford CoreNLP tool to analyze
the dependency of event sentence pairs separately
to obtain two dependency trees. Then we cut them
separately and obtain two trigger-dependent branches,
as shown in Fig. 3. For each dependency tree, we use
the trigger as the starting point, and search for its parent
node and sibling nodes. If the current node is not the root
node, then we continue to find its parent node until it
traverses to the root node. At the same time, if the trigger
node is not a leaf node, then we look down its child
nodes. Finally, we merge the two parts of information
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to
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the corresponding token vector, part-of-speech vector,
and dependency vector; and concatenates them to form
the initial input vector. The Bi-LSTM-AM model then
uses a multilayer Bi-LSTM model to learn the hidden
representation vectors. Afterward, the Bi-LSTM-AM
model applies the attention mechanism to integrate
the information about the event, obtains the event
representation vector, and finally uses the softmax
function to realize temporal prediction.
3.1

Temporal prediction

to staunch

the

oil

lifeblood

Trigger-dependent branch of es2

until it Kuwait
Trigger-dependent branch of es1

Fig. 3 Example of trigger-dependent branch.
marked tokens indicate event triggers.

The red-

to form a trigger-dependent branch. Figure 3 shows the
trigger-dependent branches D1 D .w11 ; w12 ; : : : ; w1m /
and D2 D .w21 ; w22 ; : : : ; w2n / of event sentence pair
es1 and es2 .
3.2

Representation vector learning

In this module, each token wi on the trigger-dependent
branch has a hidden representation vector hi via
concatenating the following three types of vectors:
 The token embedding vector vw
i of token wi . The
type vector is obtained by a pretrained bidirectional
encoder representations from transformers (BERT)
model[29] .
 The part-of-speech vector vpi of token wi . The type
vector is obtained by seeking the randomly initialized
part-of-speech embedding table[30] .
 The dependency vector vdi of token wi . The type
vector is obtained by seeking the randomly initialized
dependency relation embedding table.
For each token wi , we transform the above vector vw
i ,
p
d
vi , and vi into an input vector vi :
p
d
vi D vw
(1)
i ˚ vi ˚ vi
where ˚ is a concatenation operation. Then, we take the
input vector vi of each token wi as the corresponding
initial hidden representation vector hi :
hi D vi ; 8wi 2 D1 or wi 2 D2
(2)
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We obtain the hidden representation vectors H1 D
.h11 ; h12 ; : : : ; h1m / and H2 D .h21 ; h22 ; : : : ; h2n / of
two trigger dependent branches D1 and D2 .
The RNN model is a neural network for processing
sequence data. Unlike a general neural network, it
can handle the data of sequence change. LSTM is a
special kind of RNN, that mainly solves the problem
of gradient disappearance and gradient explosion
during long sequence training. Bi-LSTM consists of
forward LSTM and backward LSTM, and it can better
capture bidirectional semantic dependency information.
It has been successfully applied in tasks such as
relation classification[31] . Inspired by this situation, we
apply multilayer Bi-LSTM model to learn the hidden
representation vectors of tokens.
First, for each token wi , we use forward LSTM
and backward LSTM to calculate the propagation
information, and obtain forward propagation information
and post propagation information, respectively. The
detailed calculation process is as follows:
!
!
hli D LSTMl 1 .hli 1 ; vi /
(3)
hli D LSTMl 1 .hli 1 ; vi /
!
hli D Œ hli ; hli 

(4)
(5)

where hli indicates the hidden representation vector of
token wi at the l-th LSTM layer, and Œ;  represents the
concatenation operation.
3.3

Attention-based information integration

In this module, for each trigger-dependent branch, we
need to integrate information about the event to generate
an event representation vector e. A common method is to
perform max-pooling or avg-pooling operations on the
hidden representation vectors. However, different tokens
have different degrees of association with events. The
trigger holds the most important semantic information
related to the event, so we apply the attention mechanism
to calculate the degree of relevance between other tokens
and the trigger. Specifically, the calculation process is as
follows:
l
ki;t
D  .W l Œhli ; hlt /
(6)
l
where ki;t
indicates the degree of relevance between the
token wi and the trigger w t at the l-th LSTM layer, and
 is LeakyReLU nonlinearity activation function whose
negative input slope ˛ is 0.2, and W l is a learnable
weight vector at the l-th LSTM layer.
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For the convenience of calculation, we renormalize
the attention coefficient as follows:
l
exp.ki;t
/
l
(7)
ˇi;t
D
n
P
l
exp.kj;t /
j D1;j ¤t

According to the calculated attention coefficient, we
calculate the corresponding event representation vectors
eld1 and eld2 for the two trigger-dependent branches D1
and D2 at the l-th LSTM layer, separately. We compute
this as
0
1
m
X
l
eld1 D @
ˇi;t
hli A ˇ hlt1
(8)
i D1;i¤t1

0
eld2 D @

n
X

1
l
ˇi;t
hli A ˇ hlt2

(9)

i D1;i¤t2

where ˇ represents the operation of element-wise
multiplication, t1 and t2 represent the triggers on the
trigger-dependent branches D1 and D2 , respectively.
3.4

Relation prediction

In this module, for trigger-dependent branches D1 and
D2 , we fuse event representation vectors of different
layers into a final representation vector δd1 ;d2 . We write
δd1 ;d2 D ŒŒe1d1 ˇ e1d2 T ; Œe2d1 ˇ e2d2 T ; : : : ; Œeld1 ˇ eld2 T 
(10)
where ˇ represents the operation of element-wise
product.
Then, we use softmax function to predict the temporal
relation of event pair .t1 ; t2 /:

P r t1 ;t2 jt1 ; t2 D softmax.MLP.δd1 ;d2 //
(11)

where P r t1 ;t2 jt1 ; t2 is the probability that events t1
and t2 are the temporal relation r, and MLP indicates a
multilayer perceptron module[32] .
To obtain the optimal model, this paper uses a
stochastic gradient descent algorithm to minimize the
negative log-likelihood function, which is formulated as
follows:
T
X
J. / D
.logp.r t1 ;t2 j //
(12)
i D1

where  is a set of model training parameters, and T
represents the number of training samples, r t1 ;t2 denotes
the temporal relation for event pair .t1 ; t2 /.

4

RGAT-IEA Model

To enable the capture of nonlocal semantic information,
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we propose the RGAT-IEA model. Figure 4 illustrates
the details of our RGAT-IEA model, which consists
of three major modules: semantic graph construction,
semantic graph learning, and temporal prediction.
4.1

Original type
Inverse type
loop՛

Trigger-trigger type
Self-loop type

isolate
loop՛

Semantic graph construction

loop՛

it
loop՛

Given two event sentences hes1 ; es2 i, we leverage
Stanford CoreNLP to conduct syntactic dependency
parsing, then we can obtain two dependency trees
for both event sentences. Next, we take these
dependency trees as input to construct the semantic
graph. Specifically, we recursively search each
dependency tree for p-hops starting from the event
trigger to form two subgraphs for es1 and es2 ,
respectively. Then, we use a trigger-trigger type edge to
connect both event triggers to generate an entire semantic
graph G (combine two subgraphs to G ). Moreover, to
enhance information fusion, we add two types of edge to
G . Unlike in the original RGAT, we have the following
four types of edge (Fig. 5). For simplicity, we adopt the
same naming rules as Ref. [30].
Original type. This type of edge is the original
dependency edge generated from syntactic dependency
parsing. For example, the edge .isolate, retreats/ is an
original edge, and its dependency is obl.
Inverse type. This type of edge is the added edge
opposite to the original-type edge. For example, the
edge .isolate, retreats/ is an additional inverse edge, and
its customized dependency is obl0 .
Trigger-trigger type. This type of edge is the added
edge connected between event triggers. For example,
the tokens retreats and staunch are triggers. The edge
.retreats, staunch/ is an additional trigger-trigger edge,

loop՛

retreats

trigger՛

staunch

until

loop՛
amod

flow

amod՛

loop՛
Kuwait

Fig. 5 Example of the semantic graph by recursively
searching the dependency trees of es1 and es2 once. The redmarked tokens represent event triggers (i.e., retreats and
staunch).

and its customized dependency is trigger0 .
Self-loop type. This type of edges is the added edge
that points to the node itself. For example, the edge
.retreats, retreats/ is a self-loop edge, and its customized
dependency is loop0 .
In this paper, we use G D .U ; E / to represent a
semantic graph with node sets U and edge sets E .
In U , each node ui 2 U represents a token wi 2 W ,
where W D Œw1 ; w2 ; w3 ; : : : ; wn  is the tokens of an
event sentence. In E , each edge .ui ; uj / 2 E has a
corresponding edge type r and dependency relation
dr.i; j /. For example, in Fig. 5, tokens isolate and
retreats have an edge with type r D “original type”, and
the dependency relation is dr.i; j / D obl.
4.2

Semantic graph learning

Given a semantic graph G , RGAT-IEA model learns
node hidden representations layer by layer. We transform
each token wi in the event sentence pairs hes1 ; es2 i
into a contextualized embedding vector vi by using
Event temporal relation prediction

w1 w2 w3 w4 w5

Trigger

w6 w7 w8 w9 w10 w11
Event Sentence 2

Max-Pooling
BERT Encoder

Event Sentence 1

Temporal Prediction

Full-Connected

Trigger

ve1 v3 ve2 v9

he1 h3 he2 h9

Semantic Graph Construction
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h9l 1

l +1 Layer

Top-k Attention

v8
v3

v2

Max-Pooling

v11

v9
v7

h8l
l Layer

h3l

Graph Learning

l
9

h

h7l

Fig. 4 Overall architecture of the proposed RGAT-IEA model. The tokens w3 and w9 represent event trigger. Take node u9 as
an example to explain the process of semantic graph learning.
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a pretrained BERT model. Specifically, let .X D
Œx1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xn / be the corresponding contextualized
embedding vectors of tokens W . We initialize the node
hidden representation h0ui of the first layer by using
vector xi :
h0ui D xi ;

8ui 2 U

(13)

Considering a node’s hidden representations of layer
l, the hidden representation hlC1
ui at the .l C 1/ layer for
a node ui 2 U is calculated by
X X

l
l
l l
l
hlC1
D

˛
.W
h
ˇ
W
d
/
ui
r;ij
r vj
dep .i;j /
r2R vj 2Nr .ui /

(14)
l
where Wdep
is the shared learnable linear transformation
weight matrix of dependencies; dependency relation
dr.i; j / has a corresponding dependency representation
d.i;j / 2 d, d is a shared learnable dependency
l
representation vector set; ˛r;ij
represents the attention
coefficient between nodes uj and vj under relation r 2
R; Nr .ui / is the set of neighbors of node ui including
ui under relation r 2 R; Wrl is the shared learnable
linear transformation weight matrix of relation r 2 R;
and  is a nonlinear activation function. Unlike RGAT,
when the node is updated, RGAT-IEA incorporates a
specific dependency representation vector d, whereas
RGAT simply assigns a linear transformation matrix to
each relation.
Top-k attention mechanism. When the central node
ui 2 U is updated, all neighbor nodes vi 2 Nr .ui /
are considered. However, different neighbor nodes
vi 2 Nr .ui / have different degrees of association with
the central node ui 2 U . Some nodes may have a low
correlation with the central node, thus producing noise
information. Hence, we can apply attention mechanism
to sample the top k nodes from Nr .ui /. The operation
considers both neighbor nodes’ hidden representations
and edge attributes simultaneously.
For each node ui 2 U at the l layer, the attention
coefficient between node ui and one of its neighbors vj
under relation r 2 R is computed by



l
l
l
l l
l
zr;ij D LeakyReLU a Wr Œhui ; hvj  ˇ Wdep d.i;j /
(15)
where a is a learnable weight vector; and LeakyReLU is
a nonlinearity activation function whose negative input
slope ˛ is 0.2. To better compare the attention coefficient
with the neighbor nodes about node ui under relation
r 2 R, we normalize them using the softmax function:

l
˛r;ij

DP

l
exp.zr;ij
/
t2R

8ui W

P

vg 2Nr .ui /

X

l
exp.z t;ig
/

X

85

;

l
˛r;ij
D1

(16)

r2R vj 2Nr .ui /

Then, we sample the top k nodes from N .ui /
according to the attention coefficient. We write
.ui / D Topk .N .ui //
(17)
where N .ui / denotes all the neighbor nodes of node ui
under all relations; k is a hyperparameter that controls
the number of samples; and .ui / is the set of most
relevant neighbor nodes of node ui . We renormalize the
attention coefficient of node ui as
l
exp.˛r;ij
/
l
;
ˇr;ij
DP
P
l
t 2R
vg 2 t .ui / exp.˛ t;ig /
X X
l
ˇr;ij
D1
(18)
8ui W
r2R vj 2

r .ui /

Finally, we update the node to
X X

l
lC1
l
l
l l
hui D 
ˇr;ij .Wr hvj ˇ Wdep d.i;j / /
r2R vj 2

r .ui /

(19)
4.3

Temporal prediction

After learning the semantic graph, we obtain hidden
representations h of all the graph nodes. In this module,
we need to predict temporal relations among event pairs.
Inspired by Santoro et al.[33] , we extract the trigger
hidden representation h t1 and h t 2 from h. We also obtain
the sentence representation he1 and he2 from h, which
excludes event triggers. We compute this as
he1 D f .fhi 2 es1 and hi … triggerg/
(20)
he2 D f .fhi 2 es2 and hi … triggerg/

(21)

where f is a max-pooling function. We retain the related
original contextualized embedding vector for the trigger
and sentence by using the same method, i.e., v t1 , v t 2 ,
ve1 , and ve2 . Then, we apply an FFNN to handle these
vectors and feed into a softmax classifier to predict event
temporal relation re among the event pair .t1 ; t2 /. We
can compute these vectors by
P .rejt1 ; t2 / D softmax.FF N N.Œv t1 I v t 2 I ve1 I ve2 I
h t1 I h t 2 I he1 I he2 //

(22)

where P .rejt1 ; t2 / denotes the probability of an event
pair .t1 ; t2 / holding a relation re. To obtain a higherperformance model, we must optimize the model by
using prediction results and loss function.
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4.4

Biased loss function

To optimize the RGAT-IEA model, we minimize the
negative log-likelihood loss function on the training
dataset, which we formulate as
N
X

J./ D
.log p.re ti ;tj jti ; tj // C jjjj2 (23)
2
i D1

where N indicates the number of event sentence pairs;
re ti ;tj represents the relation for event pair .ti ; tj /;  is
the set of RGAT-IEA model parameters; and  denotes
the parameter for L2 regularization.

5
5.1

Experiment
Dataset

We adopt the TimeBank-Dense[34] dataset to verify
the proposed Bi-LSTM-AM and RGAT-IEA models.
The TimeBank-Dense dataset is based on the
TimeBank dataset and it solves the original sparsity
problem. TimeBank-Dense is designed to construct
an approximately complete time sequence diagram. It
includes not only the temporal relation between the
same sentences, but also the temporal relation between
adjacent sentences. TimeBank-Dense adds the VAGUE
relation to deal with the ambiguous temporal relation.
It marks six classes of temporal relation: BEFORE
(B), AFTER (A), SIMULTANEOUS (S), INCLUDES
(I), IS INCLUDED (II), and VAGUE (V). The detailed
overall data distribution of the TimeBank-Dense dataset
is shown in Table 1.
5.2

Hyperparameter setting

For the Bi-LSTM-AM model, we select the “bert-largeuncased” version of the pretrained BERT to initialize the
token embedding vector. The dimension of the token
embedding vector is set to 1024. The dimensions of
the part-of-speech vector and the dependency vector
are both set to 200 and are initialized randomly. The
dimensions of the hidden representative vector are 256,
and the number of layers of Bi-LSTM is 4. We use
the Adam[35] optimizer, and the learning rate is set to
0.0001, the dropout rate is set to 0.5, and the batch size
is 64. LeakyReLU[36] is used as a nonlinear activation
function. We adopt five-fold cross-validation setting in
our experiments.
Table 1 TimeBank-Dense data distribution.
TimeBank-Dense data Number of Documents Number of Pairs
Train
22
4032
Dev
22
4032
Test
9
1427

For the RGAT-IEA model, most of the parameter
configurations are consistent with the Bi-LSTM-AM
model. For other remaining parameter settings, we use
the Deep Graph Library to construct and learn semantic
graphs, and apply the 2-layer RGAT-IEA model with the
number of recursive searches (which is 2). In addition,
we adopt the top-k attention mechanism, in which the 20
most important neighbor nodes are sampled.
Similar to DBiLSTMs[1] , we adopt Micro-F1 scores
as a metric to evaluate the results.
5.3

Baselines

We choose the following models for comparison with
our proposed Bi-LSTM-AM and RGAT-IEA models:
 CAEVO[34] : This has a sieve-based architecture
with the fusion of rule-based and machine-learned
classifiers.
 Cheng[5] : The model uses the Bi-LSTM model to
capture forward and backward information to predict
temporal relation.
 DBiLSTMs[1] : This model uses multilayer deep
neural networks to extract temporal relations.
 GCL[37] : This model uses context-aware neural
network to resolve long-distance dependencies to extract
temporal relations.
5.4

Overall performance

Table 2 exhibits the overall performance of proposed
Bi-LSTM-AM and RGAT-IEA models compared with
several baselines. The Bi-LSTM-AM and RGAT-IEA
models are better than the baseline models, and the latter
has the best performance. For the Bi-LSTM-AM model,
the overall temporal extraction performance increased
by 3.9%. For each specific temporal relation, the
performance of temporal relation AFTER, BEFORE,
INCLUDES, and VAGUE increased by 3.5%, 4.9%,
2.5%, and 4.2%, respectively. Consistent with the
previous baseline model, the training samples of relation
SIMULTANEOUS are too few to predict. However, the
performance of relation IS INCLUDED is reduced by
2.3%. The experimental results prove that the attention
Table 2 Model performance for TimeBank-Dense.
Model
A
B S I
II
V Micro-F1
CAECO
–
– – –
–
–
49.4
Cheng
44.0 46.0 – 2.5 17.0 62.4
52.9
DBiLSTMs
52.6 50.3 – 10.6 32.5 62.6
54.8
GCL
–
– – –
–
–
54.6
Bi-LSTM-AM (ours) 56.1 55.2 – 13.1 30.2 66.8
58.7
RGAT
74.3 73.0 – 45.0 52.6 73.7
71.1
RGAT-IEA (ours) 76.3 78.1 – 43.9 55.8 75.0
73.2

mechanism can obtain the degree of association between
different tokens and events, and effectively integrate the
information related to the event. Both RGAT and RGATIEA models are superior to the previously proposed
Bi-LSTM-AM model, improving by 12.4% and 14.5%,
respectively. The experimental results demonstrate that
graph-structured data are more conducive to the capture
of long-range nonlocal semantic information and are
able to facilitate the fusion of event information.
5.5

Analysis of Bi-LSTM-AM model

5.5.1

Influence of vector combination

In the representation vector learning module, we
concatenate token embedding vector viw , part-of-speech
vector vip , and dependency vector vid into an input vector.
We apply different combinations of these three types of
variables to verify the effectiveness of the model. From
Table 3, we can see that viw C vip C vid has the best
effectiveness and can carry more semantic information.
The traditional way to obtain token embedding vector is
through Word2Vec training. Recently, Google proposed
the BERT model for vector training and achieved good
results. This paper adopts BERT to obtain the token
embedding vector. From Table 3, we observe that the
effect of using the BERT model is better.
5.5.2

Effectiveness of attention mechanism

In this section, we explore the influence of the attention
mechanism under our proposed Bi-LSTM-AM model.
Table 4 displays the micro-F1 scores of our Bi-LSTMAM model when the attention mechanism is used and
not used. The use of the attention mechanism improves
the Bi-LSTM-AM’s performance. Hence, the attention
mechanism can effectively integrate the information
related to the event.
5.5.3

Influence of layers

In this section, we compare the effect of different BiLSTM layers on our model performance. As shown in
Fig. 6, as the number of Bi-LSTM layers increases, the
Table 3 Comparison result of vector combination.
Vector combination
Word2Vec
BERT
viw
53.1
54.2
viw C vip
53.9
55.3
viw C vid
54.5
56.2
viw C vip C vid
55.8
58.7
Table 4
Micro-F1

Effectiveness of attention mechanism.
Add Attention
No Attention
58.7
56.5
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Fig. 6

Model performance of different Bi-LSTM layers.

Bi-LSTM-AM model’s performance gradually increases.
When the number of layers is 3, the model achieves
the optimal performance. When the number of layers
exceeds 3, the model performance begins to gradually
decrease, but the performance is still higher than that of
the previous baselines. The experimental results prove
that the multilayer Bi-LSTM can extract more semantic
information related to the event.
5.6
5.6.1

Analysis of RGAT-IEA model
Influence of layers

Initially, we verify the proposed RGAT-IEA model’s
effectiveness at processing multirelation semantic graph
in different layers by comparing it with previously
proposed relational graph convolutional networks
(RGCN) and RGAT models.
Table 5 illustrates the impact of RGCN, RGAT, and
RGAT-IEA models handling multirelation semantic
graphs in different layers on the TimeBank-Dense
dataset. The RGCN, RGAT, and RGAT-IEA models
all outperform the baselines. In addition, the RGCN
model has the worst overall effect among the three
models, which indicates that the attention mechanism
more effectively integrates neighbor nodes’ information
for node updates. Moreover, different model layers
have different influence degrees on node update. The
Table 5 Impact of layers with different methods handling
multirelation graph on the TimeBank-Dense dataset, i.e.,
RGCN, RGAT, RGAT-IEA. “–” means no prediction results
owing to the small training sample size of this relation type.
Layers Models
A
B
I
II S V Micro-F1
RGCN
72.9 64.6 37.7 48.2 – 73.5
68.9
l D1
RGAT
74.1 73.4 37.3 52.9 – 73.4
70.6
RGAT-IEA 77.0 77.2 40.6 53.8 – 74.4
72.7
RGCN
70.9 70.2 42.3 50.0 – 73.6
69.6
l D2
RGAT
74.3 73.0 45.0 52.6 – 73.7
71.1
RGAT-IEA 76.3 78.1 43.9 55.8 – 75.0
73.2
RGCN
72.0 68.3 39.6 48.4 – 73.2
69.1
l D3
RGAT
72.9 75.6 43.2 55.9 – 72.4
70.8
RGAT-IEA 76.0 77.5 40.8 54.7 – 75.5
72.9
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performances of 2-layer and 3-layer models are superior
to that of the 1-layer model. However, having too many
layers will not significantly improve the effect; the
3-layer model’s performance is slightly reduced, and the
2-layer model achieves optimal results, thereby proving
that the graph learning method of RGAT-IEA can obtain
better node representations.
5.6.2

Parameter of top-k attention mechanism

Figure 7 shows that the number of sampled neighbor
nodes affects the RGAT-IEA model’s performance.
When the number of sampled neighbor nodes is too
small, the model’s extraction effect may be impaired.
As the number of sampled neighbor nodes increases,
the model’s performance gradually improves. The topk attention mechanism with 20 sampled neighbor
nodes obtained the highest micro-F1 scores. However,
selecting too many neighbor nodes will also reduce the
RGAT-IEA model’s performance. This performance
degradation may be due to the inability of the topk attention mechanism to filter all noise information
after the number of sampled nodes exceeds a certain
threshold.
5.6.3

Effect of edge attributes and top-k attention

Our RGAT-IEA extends the original RGAT from two
optimizations: we consider edge attributes (O1) when
updating the token’s representation, and we use topk attention (O2) for semantic graph learning to filter
irrelevant noisy information. The main innovation of
RGAT-IEA is the incorporation of edge attributes and
the use of the top-k attention mechanism when updating
nodes. In this test, we separately show the effect of
each optimization on the performance compared with
the original RGAT. As shown in Table 6, RGAT has the
worst performance. When the attention mechanism is
used and the edge attribute is incorporated separately,
the performance is improved, and the latter method is
better. When using both methods at the same time, we

Table 6 Effect of edge attributes and top-k attention.
Optimization Strategies
Micro-F1
Top-k Attention (O1)
71.8
Edge Attributes (O2)
72.2
O1 + O2
73.2
RGAT
71.1

can achieve the best performance. This finding proves
that both optimizations are effective in improving the
overall performance.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose Bi-LSTM-AM, which is
a novel Bi-LSTM based on attention mechanism.
We optimize the extraction method and propose a
novel relational graph attention network, called RGATIEA, which incorporating edge attributes. The BiLSTM-AM model includes four parts: constructing a
trigger-dependent branch, representation vector learning,
attention-based information integration, and relation
prediction. Experimental results show that the Bi-LSTMAM model can effectively fuse the information related
to events. The RGAT-IEA model includes three parts:
semantic graph construction, semantic graph learning,
and temporal prediction. The experimental results show
that the RGAT-IEA model can effectively capture longdistance semantic information. In future research, we
intend to design a joint model that integrates event
extraction to improve the event temporal extraction
performance.
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